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The SSSI Queensland Land Surveying Commission has recently been made aware of some issues 
relating to Lease (building) surveys and has now asked its members for any recommendations on 
how issues relating to such surveys could be improved.  
   
            The recommendations and suggestions received are shown below: 
   

• I believe that building lease descriptors should be noted on title of the subject lot. For 
example, a lot may have multiple leases all stating “lease of part of the ground floor” and to 
determine what current descriptors exist such as Lease A you need to purchase each lease 
document. In large complexes it is very costly to purchase each lease document to 
determine its descriptor. Perhaps when the titles examiners deal with tiles that have 
registered lease sketches they can update the title to clearly include the descriptor against 
each registered dealing.  

• It could be good to place these building lease sketches onto a plan form such as an AP to be 
easily searchable from a survey perspective. I don’t believe that the information on the 
sketches should change from the current requirements apart from being drawn on a A3 
sheet with an AP barcode. Any marks such as a nail in the kerb placed as part of these 
surveys would be easily searchable even though the lease may never register.  AP’s could be 
deposited in DNRME similar to an IS. This would bring building leases in line with leases of 
land where the Lease document refers to the Survey Plan which is not part of the document. 

• Currently building leases are designated to the level of the building (e.g. Ground Floor, First 
Floor). As we move towards digital lodgement and 3D cadastre it could be worth thinking 
about adding AHD levels to the leases similar to a restricted easement or a volumetric 
parcel/secondary interest. 

• All registered leases (building leases and leases of land) should be represented in the 
DCDB/Globe even if they are initially shown as a layer indicating that a lease/leases are 
registered on the title. In time new leases could be entered as per the survey (i.e. shape and 
position within the base parcel).  

• We do find when doing lease surveys for shopping centres, where they have been 
surveyed previously by another surveyor, that errors have been made (by previous 
surveyors) in regards to what defines the GLA. The API sets this out in its 
documentation. Maybe we to have lease surveys prepared in accordance with 
API  standards or set guidelines for the measurement of lease surveys.  

• Over the years we have had issue with the following: 
o Searching Master Sketches for complexes with several leases. 
o Up to date Master Sketches not always being provided with lease 

documents/sketches. 
o Lease identifiers are not always available on title. 
o Several lease documents/sketches may need to be searched to determine the latest 

available lease descriptor. 
  

• Lease (building) surveys are often completed under tight budgets. The purchasing of 
excessive search (additional lease documents) can result in budgets being blown. If DNRME 
could provide all existing detail more clearly on title searches it would be help the survey 
cause. 

• I haven’t had a lot of issues, other than the need for Masterplans appears to be a bit 
random.  Also, would be very helpful if Masterplans were somehow publicly searchable as 
many clients jump from one consultant to another, and we tend to foul each other up. The 
building owners are terrible at maintaining records 



• The only issue that I have with lease plans is that the MASTER LEASE SKETCH should be 
searchable. 

• All properties with more than one registered lease should have a Lease Master Sketch 

• Lease Master sketches should be available on line. Currently have to request from 
DNRM Senior Surveyor. 

• Adjacent lease on same property should be shown to confirm there is no overlap. 
Accordingly lease plan must be prepared by Cadastral Surveyor to ensure no 
encroachments over adjoining lease or property Boundary 

• Lease document does not always refer to the label of the lease. E.g. We label the area 
“Lease 3” but the Solicitor just writes “Lease of area shown hatched on attached plan”. 

     I trust the Dept. will consider the above recommendations and suggestions when developing or 
amending requirements for lease surveys. 
  
Regards 
Ewen Sneddon SSSIQld LSC Chair| Principal Surveyor | Road Infrastructure Delivery Branch | Logan 
City Council 
ewensneddon@logan.qld.gov.au 
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